Curriculum-Based Measurement: Oral Reading Fluency Passage: Examiner Copy
Assessment Date:____/____/_____ Student:_________________ Examiner:_____________________
Words Read Correctly (WRC): _____ Errors: _____ Notes: ___________________________________

Bail the Boat
Stevenson
Jake roams down the road in the rain with his rain coat on. He sees Adam's
jeep. He peeks in the rear seat and sees bait in a pail, fishing gear and a rain
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coat. Adam is in the front seat. Adam waits for the rain to stop. Adam says "I
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mean to go fishing in my boat if the sky is fair." Jake says, "I will bail the boat
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with you if I can go with you." Adam says, "Neat. Let's go and bail the boat."
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Jake says, "It's a deal" and he leaps into the jeep with the bait and the gear
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and they go to Adam's boat.
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Does Jake roam down the road?
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Do Adam and Jake bail the boat?
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Is the bait in the pail?
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Readability Estimation
Formula
Spache
Flesch Index
Fog Index
SMOG-Grading

Value
3.03
110.9/100
4.0
3.0
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Curriculum-Based Measurement: Oral Reading Fluency Passage: Student Copy

Jake roams down the road in the rain with his rain coat on. He sees Adam's
jeep. He peeks in the rear seat and sees bait in a pail, fishing gear and a rain
coat. Adam is in the front seat. Adam waits for the rain to stop. Adam says "I
mean to go fishing in my boat if the sky is fair." Jake says, "I will bail the boat
with you if I can go with you." Adam says, "Neat. Let's go and bail the boat."
Jake says, "It's a deal" and he leaps into the jeep with the bait and the gear
and they go to Adam's boat.

Does Jake roam down the road?
Do Adam and Jake bail the boat?
Is the bait in the pail?
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